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Introduction 
Let R be a ring. All modules in this paper will be left R-modules. Let M be a 
finitely generated R-module, MffR~AOdf, and let 
i 
~'K> 'F  ~°~'M 
be an exact sequence of R-modules, with F a finitely generated free R-module. The 
extension ~ is called the base extension. All extension groups Ext,(M, - )  will be 
computed using this extension. Choose another surjection ~0' :F -~ M with kernel K'. 
Schanuel's lemma [23] shows that KOF=K'OF .  Is it true that K=K'? 
In general, the answer is no. Conditions under which the answer is yes have been 
studied in [1,5,19,25]. 
We say that K is stably isomorphic to K' if there is an integer n >_ 0 such that 
K@Rn=K'OR ". If R is the integral group ring ZG, for G a finite group, and M 
is a (G,d)-module, the author and A. Sieradski [22] defined an integer invariant 
(rood m), called bias, which often distinguished between isomorphism types of 
minimal relation modules over G, where G is a finite abelian group. In [25], P. 
Webb has completely characterized isomorphism classes of relation modules over 
such groups. 
However, in the motivating case of (G, d)-complexes, recent results of W. Brown- 
ing [7] show that the bias invariant gives precisely the number of homotopy types 
of minimal (G, d)-complexes. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the definition of the bias invariant o in- 
finite groups and to modules over a ring. In a sense, this paper is a continuation 
cf [22], and some proofs will be omitted because they are essentially contained in 
t~:a~ paper. The bias we define here agrees with that of [22] in the case presented 
ti~ere. 
in order to state the main theorem of this paper, we need the following data. (a) 
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Let A be a ring and ~- : n Mod ~ A Mod be a right exact functor which preserves pro- 
jectives. (b) Let the R-module M satisfy Ext,(M, R) = 0, and M be a submodule of a 
free R-module. (c) Let the base extension K~-,F ~O,M have K finitely generated 
and ?AK = ker{.~-~0 : J F  ~ .~-M} be a projective A-module. 
Furthermore, let .~/'.~(~) be the set of all elements of Ext,(M, K) represented by 
extensions K~-~H--~M, with H a stably free R-module, .7~: be the set of all iso- 
morphism classes of modules stably isomorphic to K, and KIR denote the 
Whitehead group of the ring R. 
Main Theorem 4.4. Let (a), (b), and (c) above be satisfied. Let Si (i = 1, 2) be stably 
isomorphic to K. Then there are extensions S i ~--~Hi--~M with Hi a stably free R- 
module. I f  :).~$1 ~ ,~Sz, then S 1 is not isomorphic to S 2. Associated with the two ex- 
tensions of  A-modules: 
:~Si ~ ,Y-Hi -'* JM  (i = 1, 2) 
(Fox ideals), which, if not identical, show that there are two ideals 11, 12 c_A 
Sl ~$2. I f  :~$l-~ :~$2 and I= Ii =I2, then there is an element ($I, $2) in KI(A/ I) /  
imK lA ,  im//,~r((), called bias ~. I f  (S1, S2)~e0, then $1~$2. 
Note. Throughout the Sections 1-6, we assume that Ext,(M, R)= 0. 
In addition to extending [22], we have altered the bias function B of [22] slightly 
by factoring out by the image of ,y:jr instead of :P. By doing this our results actually 
agree with those of [25, Theorem 7.5], in the case of finite abelian groups [25, §6.81. 
Before we state the result, we need some notation. For any finite group G of order 
n, let N= ~]~c g be the norm element in ZG. If the integer p is prime to n, then 
the ideal (/7, N) is known to be projective and to depend only on the congruence 
class of p modulo n. We let ,f/~.~'- be the subset of 77,*, units mod n, consisting of in- 
tegers having (p, N) stably free as a G-module; that is, (p, N)G ZG -=7/G2. 
Corollary 6.10. Let G be a finite abelian group of  order n and t be the g. c.d. of the 
torsion coefficients of  G. Then the bias function B determines a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between the set Y of  isomorphism classes of  minimal relation modules 
and the set 
~_*/-t- [ (/.,~'~d(G) 
t / - -~  "-' t l  
where .~  is the image of  ,Z~- under the reduction: Z*n--*7/~ and d(G) is the 
minimal number of  generators of  G. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss rings of extension 
modules, which essentially is a review from [1 I]. In Sections 2 and 3 we define a 
J Here  im//:~-(~) =b//:~-, def ined in Sect ion 3. 
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certain functor ~, and the modulus ideal m. Section 4 contains the definition of the 
bias invariant and Section 5 gives several new examples where the bias is surjective. 
Section 6 contains applications to (G, d)-complexes and relation modules. We state 
one such application. Let (o denote the Euler ~0-function. For a group G, let dG be 
the minimum number of generators of that group and t(G, l) be the g.c.d, of the 
torsion coefficients of Ht(G, g). 
Corollary 6.5. Let G be a finitely generated infinite group with dG = dHl G and 
~i(G, ZG) = 0 (i = 1, 2). Suppose also that G has a minimal generating set having at 
least one element of  finite order. Then there are at least ~o(t(G, 1))/2 non-isomorphic 
minimal relation modules. 
Peter Webb has informed me that he and Linnell have also proved this corollary. 
For example, if G--Cn(~N,  where n_>3, C n is a free abelian group of rank n, 
and N:g 1 is a finite abelian group, then G satisfies the above hypotheses. 
In Section 7, we define an unreduced bias and relate it to the work of W. Browning 
[7]. We also include two appendices, one containing corrections for [22], the other 
(kindly contributed from unpublished work of A.J. Sieradski) about "diagonalizing 
z~tomorphims of finitely generated abelian groups". 
Throughout this paper we let C represent the integers as a group and Z represent 
the integers as a ring or G-module with trivial G-action. 
O. Basic definitions and examples 
For the convenience of the reader we define the basic notions of (R, d)-module, 
(G, d)-complex, and relation module (see [22] for further discussion). 
0~1. An (R,d)-module over MenModf  is a module K for which there is a (d+ 1)- 
~d extension 
~:K>-+Fd~.. .~Fo--~M (d>O) 
running from K to M through d+ 1 intermediate finitely generated free R-modules. 
We call ~ an (R, d)-resotution over M. If there is a ring homomorphism e :R -~ 7/ 
and M= Z, with the R-action given by e, then K is referred to as an (R, d)-module. 
If ZG = R is the integral group ring of G, where G is a group, then a (ZG, d)-module 
is simply called a (G, d)-module. 
Let d be an integer >_ 2. A (G, d)-complex is a finite, connected, _< d-dimensional 
CW-complex whose fundamental group is isomorphic to G and whose universal 
c:~ver .I~ is (d-1)-connected.,  The dth homotopy group of a (G,d)-complex is a 
(G, d)-module. 
Let R~-~H--~G be a presentation of the group G, with H a free group. The 
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abelianization R of R has G-module action arising from conjugation by elements 
of H and is called a relation module. 
0.2. In order to make the extended efinition in this paper go smoothly, we found 
it necessary to assume that Ext,(M, R)=0.  Let me offer several examples to il- 
lustrate that this is often satisfied. 
Example 1. If G is a finite group and M is any ZG-module whose underlying abelian 
group M0 is free abelian, then ExtI(M, ZG)=0 [9, Proposition 8.2a, p. 1981 
because ZG is a weakly injective ZG-module. More generally, if G is a group of vir- 
tually finite cohomology dimension (see [4, p. 34] for a definition), S is a subgroup 
of G of finite index and M is 7/S-projective, then Ext,(M, ZG)=0 [15, Corollary 
1, p. 155]. 
Example 2. Let M be a (G, d)-module over a group G (d>_0) and R = ZG. Then 
Ext,(M, R)--Ha+E(G, ZG). These groups are the so-called 'end groups' for G. If 
G is a virtual duality group of dimension n>_0, then Hi(G; ZG)=0 for all i--gn. 
For example, finitely generated abelian groups are virtual duality groups. 
0.3. For later use, we give examples of right exact functors J:R~V]od--*Anvtod 
which satisfy fR  ~.A, where A is a PID or semi-local. These examples fit the 
following scheme: Let ~o:R~A be a ring homomorphism such that ~p(1)= 1and let 
~'.  = A (~ R °. 
(a) G is a group and ~o:ZG~Z is the augmentation cp(~ nigi)= ~, ni. Label this 
functor .~-0- 
(b) Let r/: G-~ C be a surjection of the group G onto the integers C. Let © be 
the rationals considered as a trivial ZG-module, A = ©C and 
Zr/ inc. 
~o :ZG ' ZC "' ©C. 
In this case, ~ is also given by ©(~)L* where L=kerr / .  Call this functor J ] .  
(c) Let n be a prime and let a~ be a primitive nth root of unity and suppose C, 
is the finite cyclic group of order n. Let i/" G--* C,, be a surjection of groups. Then 
ZG - ;  ZCn -"  Z(~)  = 7/C n I (N)  
is a ring homomorphism, where N= sum of all elements of Cn and Y(co) is the ring 
of integers in the field Q(og). Call this functor .Y-~. 
(d) Let G be a finite group and u be the set of prime divisors of the order of G. 
Let Z u be the localization of Z at u and tp : ZG --, ZuG be the inclusion. Then .~ = ~u 
is the localization functor. 
0.4. Again for the reader's convenience, we now collect certain notations of mini- 
mality that we use. 
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An (R, d)-module K over M is called minimal if there is a (d + 1)-fold extension 
from K to M whose directed Euler characteristic 
d 
Z(~) = ~ ( -  1) i+a rankRFi 
i=0 
is the minimum over all (R,d)-resolutions over M. We call that minimum 
z(R, d, M). We denote z(ZG, d, 7/) by z(G, d). A (G, d)-complex X is called minimal 
if 7.(X)=zTop(G,d), the minimum directed Euler characteristic attained by all 
~ d)-complexes. A relation module is called minimal if rank H =dG, the minimum 
number of generators of G. 
1. Extens ion  r ings  
Let R be a ring with 1 and MffRLAOd f be a finitely generated R-module. Choose 
a base extension ~-K.  ~ i .~ F ~',, M, where F is a finitely generated free R-module. 
Module extensions of the type S ~-~E-~M represent elements of the group 
Ext,(M, S), which, with respect o the base extension ( 'K )  i , F  ~, M, may be 
computed as [18, p. 139] 
Ext,(M, S)~ = HomR(K, S)/im HomR(F, S) = coker HomR(i, S). 
The map a ~ HomR(K, S) is associated to the equivalence class of the pushout ex- 
tension c~(: 
~: K>- ' F "M 
~:  S > , ,, M 
I 
l 
~F 
(1.1) 
We denote this equivalence class by [a] or by [,~]. The homomorphisms a:K-- 'S 
which factor through i :K  ~--*F form the kernel, which we denote by Bs. ~. The 
elements of Ext,(M, S) are called k-invariants; the map a in (1. I) is said to repre- 
sent the comparison k-invariant [t~] for the extension S >+aF--*M. Given an exten- 
sion S >-,N--~M, such a comparison map a always exists because F is projective. 
We define certain subsets of Ext,(M, S): the projective k-invarjants J#(M, S)~ = 
{ [a] ]a: K ~S and aF is a finitely generated projective}; the stably free k-invariants 
~7~-(M, S)¢ and the free k-invariants 3~-r(M, S)¢ are defined similarly. These sets 
may be empty. Of course, 
Ext~ (M, S) D :~ D ,~Y D Yr. 
it may be that these sets depend upon the base extension ~ (see 1.5). 
Now, under the hypothesis that Ext,(M, R) = 0 (which holds throughout Sections 
1-6, unless explicitly stated to the contrary), the following are known to be true: 
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1.2, Ext,(M, K)¢ =EndnK/Br,¢ is a ring with multiplication i duced by composi_ 
tion from EndRK. This follows because Ext,(M, R)= 0 implies that the left ideal 
Bh-,¢ is also a right ideal [l 1, 3.5]. 
1.3. For any S such that ~(M, S)~0,  Ext,~(M, S) has a ring structure isomorphic 
to that of Ext,(M, K). That they are isomorphic as groups follows from K~ F~_ 
SeF ,  by Schanuel's lemma, where [a] ~ ,~(M, S). We may define a ring structure 
(internally) on Ext,(M, S)[a l, depending on [a], as follows. Consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
i ¢ 
~: K> ' " ' F  *M 
J, , I / 
i '  ," ~'  
a~: S'~ ' ~F " M 
and choose an 'inverse' map a : S--.K so that ~0B= ~0' and ia =Bi'. This can be done 
because ,F  is projective. Note that aa -  1 eBr.¢ and aa-  1 eBs.~¢. Then for any 
two R-homomorphisms s, t:K--*S, we may define 
[sl *I-I [t] = [sat] e Ext,(M, S)¢ 
to obtain a ring structure of Extl(M, S). Note that [a] is the 1 in the ring. The 
ring isomorphism Ext(M,K)¢oExt(M,S)¢ is given by carrying s~EndnK--, 
as e Homn(K, S). 
1.4. If K is a finitely generated R-module, then the projective k-invariants 
~(M, S)~:0 form the units of the ring Ext,~(M, S)~. Let/(oR denote the reduced 
projective class group of R and let {P} denote the class of the finitely generated pro- 
jective R-module P. Then there is a homomorphism 
Z: ~(M, S)~ ~ I(0 R 
given by Z[t~]={~F}. Thus 5f~-(M,S)=kerz is a multiplicative subgroup of 
:#(M, S). See [11, Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 6.2]. 
1.5. It follows that the set ~(M, S) is independent of the choice of the base extension 
in the following sense. Suppose [a] ~ :~(M, S)~ and [t] ~ :~(M, K)~. We show 
that[a] 6 :~(M, S) d. Consider the following pushout diagram (using t~ as the new 
'base' extension) 
K) ' t F 
S ' 
~-M 
~M 
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Because ~(t~) and ~t~ are equivalent extensions, it is enough to show that [at] 
:¢~(M, S)¢. But this follows because [a] ~ :¢(M, S)¢ defines a ring isomorphism 
Ext,(M, K)¢ ~ Extl(M, S)¢ 
carrying [t] ~ [at]. Hence [t] e ~(M, K)¢ implies [at] ~ .~(M, K)¢ because units are 
carried to units. 
A similar result holds for ~_  
Proposition 1.6. Let M be a submodule of  a free R-module with Ext,(M, R)= 0. 
Let ( : K >--, F--~ M be an extension o f  M be K (with F stablyfree) and let s : K--, S 
and t : K--, S be R-homomorphisms. I f  [s] and [t] e 5/~Y(M, S)¢, then [t-s] ~ ,Z~-(M, K)¢ 
where 7 is an "inverse" k-invariant o t. 
A proof is given at the end of this section. 
1.7. Definition o f  Mod*(M). Fix a finitely generated R-module M and an extension 
£ :K ~-+F~M. Let RMod*(M) denote a pointed category of left R-modules whose 
objects consist of pairs (S, [s]) with Se eModf and [s] ~ Y~-(M, S)¢ (seHomR(K,  S)) 
~.nd whose morphisms (S, [s] ) -+ ( T, [t]) consist of all R-module homomorphims 
S-~ T. The reason we single out ~T instead of :~ or ,~'- is made clear by Proposition 
2.4. 
1.8. Degree of  a map (S, [sl)~(T, [t]). We consider (S, [s]) and (T, [t]) ~ Mod*(M) 
and a e HomR(S, T). We say that a has degree [q] ¢ Ext,(M, K)¢ if there exists a 
map q ~ EndR(K) such that [tq] = [us] ~ Extl(M, T)¢. 
Proposition 1.9. I f  Ext,(M, R)=0 and K & finitely generated, then, for  any 
c~ e HomR(S, T), the degree of  a is uniquely defined. 
Proof. Let t: T-+K be the 'inverse' comparison k-invariant o t :K~ T; i.e., 
7t- 1 ~ im HomR(F, K) and t t -  1 ~ im Homn(tF, T). Let the map q be defined 
by q= tots. Then [tq] = [ttcts] = [as]. The last equality holds because t tas -ase  
[ira HOmR(tF, T)]as. But [im Hom(tF, T)]asCBK,¢ because as :K~ T extends to 
make the following diagram commute 
i 
K> 'F  
I ' I I 
~S  t 
I 
I 
I 
i '  
T) ~ tF 
This is possible because tF is finitely generated projective and Extl(M, R)=0. 
For the uniqueness, let q and q' both satisfy [tq] = [as] = [tq'] ~Ext~(M, T). 
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Thus [ttq] = ['[tq'] in Ext,(M, K). From this it follows that [q] = [q'] because [70 
[1] e Ext,(M, g). [] 
Proposition 1.10./ f  (S, [s]), (T, [t])e Mod*(M), Ext,(M, R)=0, M is a submodule 
o f  a free R-module, and a : S--, T is an isomorphism, then deg a e Y~-(M, K)¢. 
Proof. Because deg a= [q] = [tas] and [as] and It] e .Z~-(M, T] 0 we have [tas] 
f/jY-(M,K),, by 1.6. [] 
1.11. For the remainder of this section we will prepare for the proof of 1.6. 
Let ~:K>--~F ~a~.M be an extension of R-modules, with F a free R-module. 
Suppose s, t e HomR(K, S) have [s(] and [t~] e Extl(M, S) with s F, tF stably free. 
Let t-~ Home(S, K) be an 'inverse' k-invariant; i.e. 
S ) "~ t F 
K> ,F  
~M 
(a 
~M 
commutes. We will show that the module }sF in 7s~ is stably flee, provided M is a 
submodule of a free R-module H and ExtJ~(M,R) =0. 
Let x°(M) denote the ring 
riP(M) = EndR(M)/B 
where B= {(z~EndR(M)[ Ja :M- 'F  such that (no=a}. This same ring can be 
defined using any surjection P--~M, where P is projective. The ring structure is 
inherited from that of EndR(M) (see [17, Chapter 13], for a further discussion 
of homotopy of a module). Let N be the quotient module H/M.  Because 
Ext,(M, R)= 0, we have z~°(M)-~ Ext,(M, K')¢, for any sequence ~':K'  >--, F,--~ M, 
with F'  projective. The isomorphism is given by taking In] ~ [~], where a e End M 
and where ~'~ is given by the pullback diagram 
t ~u: K' ,F~ ...... ,m 
, F "  ,M  ~': K '  
Let p be the given extension I~ :M~-*H~N.  Then there is a surjection 
0 : Ext l (N, M)u ,-. Ext l(M, K)~ given by taking [u e End(M)] --, [0or e End K] where 
Oa is given by any extension 
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~: K) ' F  '~M 
~: K) ' F '~M 
Another way to describe 0 is to consider any map Oce:K- ,K so that ~a(--(~. 
Lemma 1.12. Consider the 2-foM extension 
K)  ' F  'H  "N  
\£  
M 
with F and H stably free R-modules. Let a ~ EndRM. Then F~ is stably free i f f  ~H 
is stably free. 
Proof .  We use a lemma of Cockcroft-Swan that says that if the comparison k- 
invariant of two-fold extendsions of N by K are the same, then the 'alternating' sum 
of the projectives are isomorphic. See I11], or [10, appendix]. Specifically, consider 
the following diagram 
17: K" ' Fc~ , H , N 
"-.. f 
M 
M 
0: K) ' F 'aH  
This has the same k-invariant as the identity 1"/= r/. Hence 
Thus, because F and H are stably free, the result follows. 
,N  
[] 
Lemma 1.13. Suppose  a ~ EndR M and go : F - -*  M and go' : F '  -~  M are surjections 
J?om stably free modules F and F'  onto M. Then F~ is stably free i f f  F~ is. 
Proof. By using Lemma 1.12 twice, F,  is stably free i f f ,H  is iff F£ stably free. ~-1 
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Proof of Proposition 1.6. Use the fact that n°(M)~Exttn(M,S)  to find a re 
EndnM so that the following extensions are equivalent: 
(*) s~--(t~)r" 
Hence ,  (tF)r (=s F) is stably free implies (by 1.13) that Fr is also. But equation (,) 
shows that Or = {s. Thus we need only show that Fr is stably free iff o~F is also. This 
follows because ~r-O~(, by using the defining properties of push-out and pull- 
back. [] 
2. The functor 
Recall that we have a right exact functor J :  Rl~Od~AMOd. We now define a 
functor .~ :R Mod*(M)-~A Mod, the category of finitely generated A-modules and 
homomorphisms. To define ,,~ of an object (S, Is]) consider the defining com- 
mutative diagram: 
K)  sl 
S~ 
i ~0 
i t  
) 
S ~M 
where sF is stably free. 
Applying the functor .Y- to this diagram, we see that the following is exact and 
commutative: 
Lv~M> , JK  
LvYM> ' JS  
,~;i .~g 
-~ ,~-F ;; ,~-M 
.Ta 
,~-i' .~'  
.9-sF " '~ ~M 
where Lv.~ is the first left derived functor ,~_ 
Let :8(S,s) ( -  ~S)  be the image of J i '  inside .~sF. Let qs: 3rs'-* ~S denote the 
surjection induced by ,~-i'. In order to see that :~(S, s) is independent of the choice 
of the representative of [s], let s - tEBK,  ¢. Then the extensions s( and t~ are equi- 
valent via: 
i t 
S> "M 
itt 
S > "M 
, s F 
-1° 
;t  F 
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Thus the commutative diagram 
t 
~(S,t) 
Y 
~-S J 
.Ca (2.1) 
F 
shows that ~(S, [s]) is well defined. 
For any a e HomR(S, T), where (S, [s]) and (T, [t]) are objects in Mod*, we now 
define .~a: ~(S, [s])~ M(T, It]). Now if we assume that Extl(M, R)=0,  we may ex- 
tend a to a map a:  sF-~tF so that the following diagram commutes: 
S) >s F 
T>' ' t F 
~M 
;; M 
Now apply ,~'-to obtain a diagram similar to (2.1): 
,~S 
~T 
aT 7 
J 
J 
~-a (2.2) 
Then :~a is defined to be ,~-a J.~s. In order to see that ?3a is independent of the 
choice of the extension a, it is enough to assume a=O and show :~a=O. But 
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qr" ,~a =/2ct.qs and the q's are surjective. So ~a=0 implies ,¢~a= O. This com- 
pletes the definition of the functor 
• ~;~ : R l lV lod* (M)  ~ A ~od.  
Note 2.3. If ,~ preserves projectives, ~K is a projective A-module, and A has no 
zero divisors, then the functor `2 may sometimes be defined without he hypothesis 
Ext,(M, R)=0. For example, if LI~-M is a torsion A-module, then M may be 
defined, even though each map a:S~T may not extend to a map a:sF~tF" 
Because `2S is projective, then JS=LIgMO)~S.  Then ` 2a is defined by choosing 
a splitting rs : ` 2S ~ .~S (qsrs = ides) and letting ~a = qr o ~ct ors. This is indepen- 
dent of the choice of the splitting because HomA(L~JM, `2S)=0. 
For example, if G is a group with H~G~--C, the infinite cyclic group, H2G= 0 
and M=IG, the augmentation ideal of G (e.g., if G is a classical knot group), then 
K is a (G, 1)-module. Then Tor~C(Z, IG)~-H2(G,Z)=O and the functor ,2 is de- 
fined (for the functor ~o of 0.3(a)) even though H2(G, ZG)= Ext~a(IG, ZG) is not 
always zero. (In fact, if G is of cohomological dimension 2 and finitely presented, 
then H2(G, ZG) ~0.) 
We offer now a proposition which shows the relationship between stably-free x- 
tensions and modules tably isomorphic to K. Let ~(A) be the set of isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated projective A-modules. We assume that there is an ad- 
ditive rank function Q : :4~(A)--*Z such that QA = 1. 
Proposition 2.4. Let J preserve projectives. I f  Ext,(M, R) = O. `2K is projective, 
and K is finitely generated, then an R-module S is stably isomorphic to K iff (1) 
9~J(M, S) ~eO and (2) Q`2K=QJ3S. 
Proof. (=)Let  [s]e,7~(M,S). By Schanuel's lemma K(~sF=S(~F. Because 
Q~K=Q:gS, we have rank.45~T'=rankAJsF. Then sF is stably free implies that 
there is a finitely generated free R-module L such that sFOL=_R" (n<oo). Thus 
F@L~sFOL- - -R nand K and S are stably isomorphic. 
(=,) The groups Ext~(M,S~)R n) (n>_O) and Ext~(M,S) are isomorphic via 
either of the maps S j , S@Rn-----,S, where j is the inclusion s~ (s,0) and k is the 
projection (s,r)~s. Using the isomorphism a:K~Rn-~S~R"  and the exact se- 
quence 
(i, id) ~ + 0 
K@Rn) ,FO)R n ~,M, 
we see that S@)R n ~ F@ R"--*M is exact. By the above isomorphisms, we see that 
there is an extension 
S ~--~ H--~ M 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
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il (Ol 
S(~Rn~ 'FOR n ~' M 
i2 (02 
S~ ~H ~M 
Because kj=ids, we see that gf:H--*H is an isomorphism. Thus H-~f(H) is a 
direct summand of F(~R n and hence projective. 
tf we let s: K~S represent the comparison k-invariant; i.e. the diagram 
K) ~F ;;M 
s °1 
S> 'H  ~M 
commutes, then [s] e ~(M, S). 
Because K and S are stably isomorphic and are finitely generated, we see that 
~,#K = Q,#S. 
Finally, we will show that the complement of f (H) inside FOR"  is isomorphic 
to R". Consider diagram (2.5) and recall that k- j = id s. Now F® R n = imf® ker g. 
We will show that kerg~R"~S@R n. Clearly R"Ckerg  because k (R" )=0 and 
k=gls®R°. Now suppose xekerg .  Then ~ol(x)=~ozg(x)=O. hence, x is a member 
of SQR n. So O=g(x)=gil(x)=izk(x) implies k(x)=0, as /2 is a monomorphism. 
ThusxeRn.  [] 
3. The modulus ideal 
Consider an extension K) ! ,F--~M, where F is a finitely generated free R- 
module. We will define a two-sided ideal I(i) in R, called the Fox ideal of  the inclu- 
sion i :K-*F.  This ideal turns out to be the trace ideal Tr(K) of K in case 
Ext~(M,R) =0. The Fox ideal is the final step in the definition of the bias. 
Definition 3.1. Let i : K~F be an inclusion of the R-submodule K into the free R- 
module F. Choose a basis (e,) for F. The Fox ideal I= I(i) is the two-sided ideal 
in R generated by the coordinates of all elements of K with respect o the basis 
(e~). This ideal is independent of the choice of basis (e,~) because it is two-sided. 
Definition 3.2. The trace ideal Tr(K) is the (two-sided) ideal given by Tr K= 
{ f (g )  c_ R HomR(g, R)-- g*}. 
The following relation between: Tr(K) and I(i) is essentially due to J. William, 
[271. 
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Proposition 3.3. (a) The Fox ideal I(i) o f  i : K-~ F & always contained & the trace 
ideal Tr(K) of  K. 
(b) I f  Ext~(M,R)=O, then Tr(K)=I(i). 
Proof. We prove only that if Ext,(M, R) = 0, then Tr(K) c_ 1(i). Let k e K have 
coordinates (ks) with respect o a basis (ea) for F. Let fe  K* and consider f(k). We 
show that f (k)e 1(i). But, by hypothesis, there is a map h:F~R such that f=  hi. 
Let a~ = h(es). Then 
f (k )=h( ik )=h(~ ksea) = ~ k~aa 
is a member of I(i) because ach k s e l(i). [] 
Hence, in the above case, 1(i) depends only on K and not on the embedding i. 
The following proposition gives another such instance. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose\the following diagram commutes: 
i 
K>--------~ F 
II 
i' 
K'> ~ F" 
(iv = fi', i'u = gi) 
where F, F' are free R-modules. I f  uo = 1, then l(i') c_ l(i). 
Proof. Let {ea} and {e~} be bases for F and F', respectively. Suppose f(e~)= 
~ b~#ea nd g(ea) = ~ aBae' p. So if x = ~ xpe'~  i'K', then 
Hence, for each a, ~11xaba B is a member of 1(i). Now 
x=~x#e'~=gf (x )=g(~(~x#bsB)ea)= ~ 
1t a,11,#' 
x aba#ap,aep,. 
Thus each xB,= ~,~(~,axBba#)a~,a is an R-linear combination of elements ~,pxBbaB 
of 1(i). Hence, 1(i') c_ I(i). [] 
Corollary 3.5. I f  ou = 1, as well, then l(i)= l(i'). [] 
Definition 3.6. If i : K~P is an inclusion where P is a projective R-module, then 
I(i) is defined by taking any Q with POQ free and setting I(i)=l(ji), where 
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j : P~PO Q sends x~ (x, 0). This is independent of the choice of Q by Proposition 
3.4. 
Note. Suppose P is a stably free R-module of rank p>0.  Then there are free R- 
modules F, F '  of ranks n, q respectively so that n =p + q and F---F'(~ P. Further- 
more, there is an exact sequence of projectives 
i 
#) P> ) F--* F'. 
Now, the Fox ideal I(i) is usually R. For otherwise, if t~=R/I( i) and A~t= 
/~ @ R M, then 
f 
t5 ,p - - ,p ,  
is exact w i th /=0.  Hence/~---/~' are free/~-modules of different rank! Hence, the 
ring/~ does not preserve rank of free modules, if I(i):/:R in (.). 
Consider any extension ~'=(S, [s])~R~dOd*(M). Let ,T: RMOd~AMOd be a 
right exact functor which preserves projectives. Consider the exact sequences 
i 
:~K ~ ; ,~-F " JM  
,e S ) i' ) .~sF ,, ¢e-M 
We assume that :#K, ,~S are isomorphic projective A-modules (e.g., if A is a PID). 
Let )-(s)" ,~K --),~(S) be a (fixed) isomorphism. We also assume that the Fox 
ideals I(i')=I(i). If it is not the case that I(i')=I(i), then (by 3.5) we have another 
invariant for detecting that :~K~ ~S and hence that S~K.  
~efinition 3.7. We call l(i') the modulus ideal for the extension ~' and the functor 
In certain cases, we can show that the modulus ideal I(i') is independent of the 
extension U. 
Recall that, if M is an R-module, then the minimal number of generators of M 
as an R-module is denoted by dRM. Also, if P is a finitely generated stably free R- 
module, then rankRP is the difference rankR F -  rankRF1 where F and FI are finite- 
ly generated free R-modules with F---P(~F 1. 
l~roposition 3.8. I f  A bs a PID, then the modulus ideal I(i') = I(i) for all ~'= (S, Is]) 
~>" R•od*(M) with rankR sF= rankRF. Furthermore, I(i)= (m), m cA ,  where m is 
~i~e g.c.d, of  the torsion coefficients of ,~-M, provided dA(,~-M)= rankRF= dRM; 
otherwise I( i)=A. I f  M is torsion free, let m =0. 
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Proof. The proposition follows by taking the exact sequence :~S~ i' , ,~F- .  ,;r M 
of A-modules and observing that ,~F  and ~S are free A-modules, Choose bases 
for  ~sF and ~S so that the matrix for i' is diagonal with each diagonal entry 
dividing the next one below and to the right. Then clearly I( i ' )= (a~). If a~l :~ l, 
then al~ is the g.c.d, of the torsion coefficients of gM.  [] 
If A is a PID, any generator of the modulus ideal is called the modulus. 
Definition 3.9. We say that the stably free extension ( :S  ~-*sF~M is minimal if 
rankR(sF) = dRM. 
From now on we assume that all extensions are minimal; we call the new category 
R ~ od*(M)mi  n . 
Definition 3.10. We say that the (minimal) base extension K~ i ~F~M satisfies 
the Minimality Hypothesis for ~ if (a) K is a finitely generated R-module and (b) 
the ideal l ( i )~A.  
If A is a PID, then another way to describe (b) is (b'): rankA,#K=the number 
of torsion coefficients of .¢rM or (b") rankRF=dA(.~-M), by Proposition 3.8. 
If K is an (R, k)-module over M, recall that we may spreak of minimal (R, k)- 
resolutions (see Section 0, also [22]) 
~: K~'~Fk~Fk_ I~. . .~Fo- - 'M  
(each F i free and finitely generated) whose Euler characteristic 
k 
X(~) = ~ ( -  1)k+irankRFi 
i=0 
has the minimum value x(R, k, M) for all (R, k)-resolutions over M. We may define 
:.~ as above for such extensions, provided Ext~ + l(M; R)=0.  In this case, and if A 
is a PID, the minimality hypothesis for ,~- (3.10) translates to 
k - 1 
x(R, k, M) = d A Lk 3r(M) + ~ rankA Li Y(M) (3.11) 
i=0 
where Lk J • is the kth left derived functor of .~ at -. 
We also have a result similar to that of [22, Proposition 3]. 
Corollary 3.12. Let A be a PID. I f  K is a finitely generated (R, k)-module (k >_ 0), 
then the modulus m = tLk,~(M) = g.c.d, of  the torsion coefficients of Lk .~(M), pro- 
vided (3,11) is satisfied; otherwise m= 1. [] 
One may show that if K is a minimal (R, k)-module over M (k_> 1), then K satisfies 
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(3.11) implies there is a minimal extension K >--~F~M1 satisfying (3.10) with M1 
an (R, k -  1)-module over M. 
We now give a concrete xample in detail. 
Example 3.13. Let G= C3(~Cm (m_5)  and consider M=IG,  the augmentation 
ideal of G. Let x,y,  and z generate C 3 and w generate Cm. Here, C (respectively, 
Cm) denotes the integers (respectively, integers mod m). Choose for the base exten- 
don the following exact sequence 
K)_..~7/G 4 ~°=(x - l ' y - l ' z - l 'w -1) ,  iG. 
One can see (by looking at the standard presentation of G) that K is generated by 
the columns of the matrix 
I 
I - y  1 -z  1 -w 0 0 0 0 
x -1  0 0 1 -z  1 -w 0 0 
J 0 x -1  0 y -1  0 1 -w  0 0 0 x -  1 0 y -  1 z -  1 (w ,m)  
~here (w, m) = 1 + w + .,. + w m - i. Now 
Z@GIG=HI (G ,Y ) -~G and H2(G; ZG)=HI (G;  7/G) =0, 
because G is an orientable virtual Poincar6 duality group of dimension 3. Hence 
Ext~c (IG, K) _= H 2 ( G; K) --- H ° (G; 7/) = Z, 
as a ring. Let J - - -Z® c ' .  Because K is generated by the seven elements above, it 
is clear from the definition of ~K that ~K_= Z- (0, 0, 0, m) c_ 7/®c 7/G 4_=_ Z 4. We see 
that this extension is minimal, satisfies the minimality hypothesis and that the 
modulus is m. We will come back to this example in Section 4. 
Finally, we state a theorem which gives a class of (G, d)-modules for which the 
minimality hypothesis is satisfied. The proof is essentially that of [22, p. 205]. 
Proposition 3.14. Let G be a f initely generated abelian group or a f inite p-group 
and M be a minimal (G, d)-module over 7/ (d >_ 0). Then any minimal extension 
K >-~F-~M satisfies the minimality hypothesis fo r  ,~o" = Z@zc  ". 
Note 3.15. Let N ~ G--* C be an exact sequence of groups with C the infinite cyclic 
group. It may happen that G satisfies the minimality hypothesis for one functor but 
no~ another. Let M=IG and consider 
,~o '=ZQzc"  (A0=Z) and J].=(1)@~q. (AI=~C).  
Let G be any 2-generator, 1-relator classical knot group (say, G=T= 
{a, b : aba = bab}, the trefoil group: with Alexander polynomial a e ©C, a g: 1. Then 
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~3-olG = 141 (G, 7/)~ C, so G does not satisfy the minimality hypothesis for J'o. But 
~ IG ~ © ®N IG = H~ ( N, © ) (~ ©C = ©C/ (a) O ©C. 
Thus dG=dA,.¢~ IG and IG satisfies the minimality hypothesis with respect o .~-~. 
Note that, in this case, the modulus is the Alexander polynomial 
4. The bias invariant 
We assume that (1) J :  Rl~od--L4Mod is a right exact functor which preserves 
projectives, (2) the base extension K> i ,  F--~M satisfies the minimality hypothesis 
(3.10) with respect o J ,  (3) .~(K, [1])-- :~(S, [s]) as projective A-modules for all ob- 
jects (S, Is])~Rl~Od*(M)min, and (4) the Fox ideals 1(i) are the same for all exten- 
sions ,~S) ~ ,,~F--~, JM  corresponding to objects (S,[s])ERNdod*(M)min. If 
R[f'Aod*(M)min satisfies (3) and (4), we say that is regular with respect o ,Y. For ex- 
ample, if A is a PID, then 3,- is regular on []qlod*(m)mi n, by Proposition 3.8. 
For each pair (S, Is]), (T, [t])e [hAod*(M)mi n and each map 
ct ~ HomR((S, [s]), (T, It])) 
such that as F is stably free (i.e., as~e I~od*(M)min) we define an element b(a), 
called bias, in KI (A / I ) / imKI (A)=KI (A , I ) .  Here KIA refers to the Whitehead 
group of the ring A and imKl(A) is the image of r/, : KIA--,KI(A/I)  induced by 
the natural projection r / :A-- ,A/ I=A. Note that if PI and P2 are isomorphic A- 
modules, then an A-isomorphism ~,:/51 ---~/52 defines an element [y] eKI(A, 1), 
where/5 =.4 ®A P- To see this, choose ,~ : P2--~PI and let [y] = (class of £ o y :/51 ._,/5) 
in K 14). im K1A. This is independent of the choice of 2, because any other choice 
differs by an element in im K1A. 
Thus, for each t~ e HomR(S, T) as above we see that .~t~ : ~(S, [s])~ ,:~(T, It]) is a 
map of isomorphic projective A-modules. Furthermore, :~a :~(S, [s])~ .~(T, It]) is 
an isomorphism of projective ,4-modules. This is shown after Lemma 4.2. 
Definition 4.1. Let a~HomR(S, T) have as~ in l~od*(M)min. The bias invariant 
b(a) is defined to be the class of the isomorphism ~a in K I (A, I). 
In order for this to make sense, we must show that :~a is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.2. For any map y eHOmR(S, S) which factors through the inclusion 
s i : S ~sF  we have .~(y)= O. 
Proof.  Let y=bOsi, where b:sF~S.  Then ~(~,) factors as 
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i 
¢ 
~(S)) , .~F=U 
where q::~-S~:¢~S is the natural surjection determined by o~i. Because f f  pre- 
serves projectives U--- -JsF is a projective A-module. We may assume, without loss 
of generality, that U is free. Choose a basis {e~, ...,e,,} for U. We will show that, 
for each x= ~ xiei~ ~(S)c_ U, the image ~y(x) lives in I. ,#(S) and hence '~y=0. 
Let {Sl, ..., sk} denote an A-generating set for $3(S). For a=q o Jb write a(e~)= 
~j bijsj e ?A(S) (not necessarily uniquely) and 
a( ~ x~ei)= ~ xi( ~g bijsj) = ~i,j xibijsj" 
Now, if x= ~ xieie .~(S), then all the xi's are in l(i'), by definition. Hence 
e I .  [] 
Note that a proposition similar to 4.2 implies that b(s) depends only on [s] 
~xt~ (M, S)¢. 
Now consider any map a : S ~ T so that asF is stably free. We show that ,~a is 
an isomorphism. We will find a map a : T~S so that aa -  1 factors through sF and 
aa-  1 factors through tF. According to Lemma 4.2, 
,~(aa) - 1 = 0 and .~(aa) - 1 = O. 
Thus, because - and ,~ are functors, it follows that .~a,'~a =1 = ,~a,~a. 
Use the fact that sF, tF are finitely generated projective R-modules together with 
the triviality of Extl(M, R) to extend a to a map a" M~M so that the follc~wing 
commutes: 
S) 
T~ 
' sF  "M 
a 
' tF  ~M 
This process defines an isomorphism 
/ ( /M' )  
(S~'sF') =' EndR(M) = &'E(S'[s] 'T]=H°IR(S'T) /~.~ ~ ~,F2~M~ ~°(M) 
{see the end of Section 1). The inverse map 8 : ~°(M)~E(S, [s], T] is given by ex- 
Lending a to a using the projectivity of s F. The reason that we pass to rc°(M) is that 
it can be defined equally well by using any projective P and surjection P--,M. 
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Notice that the aeEndR(M)  chosen above satisfies ~- - - t (a  in the diagram 
below: 
~F  
I1~ M 
t/ 
T 
r" ' t F )M 
J 
m 
This is possible because t F is projective and O" rr°(M)~ExtlR(M, T) is an isomor- 
phism given by pull-back. Now choose a:M--*M so that (t~a)a=t~. Thus, in 
n°(M), [atT] = 1 = [aa]. Letting t~ = 0tT, we see that a te -1  factors through tF and 
act -1  factors through sF, and we are done with the proof that .~a is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proposition 4,3. I f  a:S--* T is an isomorphism of degree [q] between objects (S, [s]) 
and (T, [t]) in IMod*(M)mi n, then the equation b(s) = b(t). b(q) is valid in KI(A, I). 
Proof. We have [as] = [tq] in ExtR(M, T)¢. Hence, ~a. :gs = :~t..;ffq by 4.2. But 
~a  is in the image of K IA. [] 
Let c / j=  YY(M, K)¢ = {a : K~KIaF  is stably free}. Then by Proposition 1.9 the 
map q above is a member of :/.~ It often happens that the image b,Tg inside 
KI(A, I) is relatively small while im b = {b(s ) [s :K~S with sF stably free, (S, [s]) 
INdod*(M)min} CKI(A, I) can be large, even surjective in some cases. Thus we have 
the following theorem. Notice that b:/~'- is a subgroup, by 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose the finitely generated R-module M satisfies Ext,~(M, R) = 0 
and is a submodule of  a free R-module. Furthermore, suppose that ,~ is a right exact 
functor from R-modules to A-modules which preserves projectives, is regular on 
[Ixdod*(M)min, and that M satisfies the minimality hypothesis for .~ Then there ex- 
ists a pairing <.,. ), called bias, from the set ,Yx x ,7~ of pairs of  isomorphism 
classes of modules tably isomorphic to K to the group KI (,4, I ) /bY: :  
( . , .  ) : ,gk. × YK --"K1 (A, I)/b,~',~. 
This paMng is often non-zero. 
Proof. For each S such that S~Rn~KOR n, we choose an extension S>--~H--~M, 
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with H a stably free R-module, just as in the proof of 2.4. The k-invariant of this 
extension is given by the map s" K ~ K (~ R ~ --, S ~ R n -* S, the first and last maps 
being the obvious inclusion and projection. Because .#K--- .~S and the Fox ideals are 
the same, we may define (K,S)=b[s].bS/~.:~-eKI(A,I)/bYZT. We let (S,S' )= 
(S,K)(S;  K) -~. 
However, we must check that this is well defined. Let S ~ H'--* M be another 
extension representing (S, [t]), with [t]~ .Z~-(M,S)¢. It follows from 1.6 that 
!.7:;] e ,TY-(M,K)~, where t-is the 'inverse' k-invariant o t. [] 
Theorem 4.5. Let d be an integer >_ 1. I f  R = ZG, G & a finitely generated abelian 
group whose rank--/:d+2, M is a minimal (G,d)-module, and .~-" =Z®zc ' ,  then 
b" Obj M od*in (M) ~ Zm / + 1 is surjective, where m = g. c.d. of  the torsion coeffi- 
cients of  ZQzc  M. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical with that in [221. [] 
Computations of the bias are available in special cases. Let A be a PID. If 
Ext,(M, K) is cyclic of order n < oo, we may choose the degree q to be an integer. 
Furthermore, J.Y(M, K) C ~#(M, K) - * =Z n. In this case (see Proposition 4.6) bSA~-C 
~,~) ,  where r=rankAdK. I f  Ext,(M, K) is infinite cyclic (see Example 3.7), then 
b7:7 =b~ = { +1}. For M a (G,d)-module (d>_0), the first setting occurs if G is 
finite; the second if G is a (virtual) duality group of dimension k and d<k-2  [2]. 
Let .d =A/(m) and J¢~(.d) denote the ring of r x r matrices over A. 
Proposition 4.6. Let A be a PID and let r= rankA~K. If, for a given 3q 
im{:~ :Ext,(M, K )~ J/r(d)} 
is cyclic, then b~(M, K)&c_ (A*) r inside A* =.4*/ im A*. Here (A*) r is the set of  rth 
powers of  elements of  A*. 
Preof. Consider the identity r x r-matrix Ir = ,!$ id" .~K--" :~K. If  ~(Ext~(M, K)) is 
cyclic, then it is generated by Ir and thus ,~(Ext_~IR(M,K__)_)CA.Ir implies that 
~(:#)C {q. Irlq~,4* }. Hence bY#C {det(q. I r ) lq~A*}=(A*) r. '~ 
This happens, for example, if G=cz®F,  where F is finite cyclic of order m, 
K=K: is a minimal (G, 2)-module and .~- = Z®zc  ". Then H3(G; Kz) = 77meH1F 
as a group, and, as a ring, it is isomorphic to 
Hence ,~=77*QHIF[D2]. In this 
c _+(Zg) 2. 
case, however, ~H3(G;K2) is cyclic, so 
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Example 4,7 (Example 3.13 revisited). Because K l (Z, (m))--- Zm*/+ 1and YY(IG, K) 
+ 1, we see that there are at least 
[Z* /±l l=ca(m)/2  (m>_5) 
non-isomorphic minimal relation modules for G = C3~ Cm, provided 
M odmin --'Z~/+_ 1 B'Obj  * 
is surjective (Corollary 6.5). We will demonstrate he surjectivity in this special ca 
Choose positive integers p and q such that pq-  1 (mod m). So pq = 1 + q'm. 
will find a pair (S, [s]) for which b(s)= +p + (m). Consider the surjection 
¢p'= (x -  1, y -  1, Z -  1, w q -  1) : ZG4--~ IG 
and let S=kercp'. If a(wq-1)=(w-1), aeZG,  then the following diagr 
commutes 
K) 
sl 
S~ 
1:t :s, 
, ZG 4 
, ZG 4 - .  
, IG 
, IG  
where s=s']r .  An easy calculation shows that a=(wq, p) will suffice. Passing 
:SK we have the commutative diagram 
7/(0, O, O, m) 
~K > 
,~¢s[ 
:~S > 
, Z 4 
I ~)S'= 
,7/4 
I ' 
Z 
with :~s multiplication by p (see 5.1). Thus bs= +p+mZ.  
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5. Examples where the bias is surjective 
In this section we let A be a PID, m ~A, and ,4 =A/(m).  We say that the bias 
b" Obj ~od*min(M)--*A*/imA* is surjective if for any a= a - imA*+ mA, there is a 
minimal object (S, [s]) such that b[s] = a. We have already observed that if G is a 
finitely generated abelian group, R =7/G, M is a (G, d)-module (d_> 0) and .~" = 
Z@ic  ", then the bias is surjective. In this section we give another instance of sur- 
jecfivity. But first, we prove a useful lemma, which computes the determinant of 
a restriction map. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a PID. Suppose we have two monomorphisms ct i : A s ~A = 
(n>_s>0, i=  1,2) and two homomorphisms fl :An~A ~ and p': As-->A s such that 
flal = a2fl'. Let Bi denote the cokernel of  ai and ~i : Z n ~B i the natural map. We 
further suppose that the induced map /~ :B I~B 2 is an isomorphism. Then 
det fl = u det fl', where u is a unit in A. 
Proof. First, for i= 1,2, choose bases {ej} for A n and {f~} for A s so that the 
i for j=  1, s -  1 matrix (ajk) of ai is diagonal; i.e. a)k=O for j~k  and a~i. [ i , a)+ l j+ 1 . . . ,  , 
i= t,2. Note that each ajj:gO (ai is a monomorphism) and that a])=a~j for each 
j = 1,..., s, because fl is an isomorphism. 
We now prove the lemma in the case that s--n. In that case, we have 
det ft. det a~ = det ~2" det fl'. 
With respect o this choice of bases, det a~ = det ol 2 and the result follows. 
Now suppose that n >s. We will reduce this case to the previous one. Consider 
the direct sum decomposition Bi---DiQ Ci, where V i is a torsion A-module and Ci 
is a free A-module (i = 1, 2). Note that the rank of Ci = n - s. Note also that Di is 
generated by the image o f {e~, ..., e/} and Ci by { e~ + 1, .-., e/}- Let ~i = Ael +'-" + Ae s 
and ~i = Aeis+~ +"" + Aein = Ci (i = 1, 2). The matrix of fl with respect o this decom- 
position is given by the 2 × 2 matrix 
MB = [ t : Dl ....... o' Dz [ o " C1 " D21 
u" D 1 , C 2 w" C 1 =,C2J  
Hence the matrix 
M~ 
of fl with respect o {e) } and {e 2 } is given by 
[ T'~I----+~ 2 g:cgl _'~2 1. 
U: ~1 ' ~'2 W'Cffl =' ~2A 
Nc~w U:g/I-+~y2 is zero because U=v, ,21ouo~l ,  as ~2j,~.2:~'2 
det f l=det  T. det W and we are reduced to the previous 
det W~A*. [-J 
' g~2- Hence 
case, because 
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Let dG denote the minimal number of generators of a group G. A relation module 
is a (G, 1)-module which comes from a presentation of G. 
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a finitely generated group for  which at least one element 
in some minimal generating set fo r  G has finite order. Then the bias for  :7= 
Z ®ZG, is surjective on minimal relation modules. 
Proof. Let n =dG. We then have a minimal extension 
i 
~. ~ > , ZG n ~°~, IG  
which is a relation module. If dG~dH1G,  then by 3.8, the modulus is 1 and the 
theorem is trivially true. If dG = di l l  G, then ( satisfies the minimality hypothesis 
for : .  Let R ~-~H ~u,~ G be the presentation of G which determines 4. Thus H is a 
free group of rank n, /~=R ab has the conjugate G-action, and ~(ei )=~(xi ) -1 ,  
where {el} and {xi} are bases for ZG ~ and H, respectively. Denote ~u(xi) by hi. We 
assume that [hll= k< oo. We 'twist' the presentation of G as follows: let ~ e 7/ff be 
chosen and let p-  q= i eZff. Consider the following map ¢ i :H~H given by 
~(xl)=x~, ~(xi)=xi,  i=2 , . . . ,n .  The following diagram then commutes: 
R"  
R')  
~ H '~G 
~H 
where g/(xl)= hl p, ~u'(x/)= g/(xi), i=2, ..., n. This yields the commutative diagram 
_~ > ~, IG 
R'> ' ZG n ~ IG 
ZG n 
1" 
where ~(ei)=hi- 1 (for all i), ~'(ei)=~(ei), i~ 1, ~ ' (e l )=hf f -  1, and 
~= 
a 0 
1 
*. 
0 1 
, where a=<hq, p>. 
Now, ,applying the :~ functor, we see the following commutes: 
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! 
Z s-- 8/~' > 
,Z"  ),H G 
~= [:1...i¸  
0t 2 
) ~n )) H 
=_ 
G 
Then apply Lemma 5.1 to deduce that det f l '= +p.  The result follows because 
~n = t(G, l) divides k implies that reduction mod m is a surjection from * * 
Note 5.3. For G a finite p-group (p prime) we always have dG= dHl G. See [14]. 
6. Connections with [22] and applications 
In this section we will indicate how the results of Sections 4 and 5 of [22] extend 
to the present setting. There will be no definitions or proofs, unless they are new. 
Also, we are taking the liberty of making some corrections to [22] in Appendix A. 
Section 4 of [22] deals with the application of the bias invariant to minimal (G, d)- 
complexes. We extend the Exponential Hypothesis of [22] as follows. Let A T 
denote the torsion subgroup of the finitely generated abelian group A; t(G, d), the 
g.c.d, of the torsion coefficients of Hd(G,Z) (if Ha(G; Z) is torsion free, let 
t(G,d)=O and Z0=Z). For any automorphism a:G~G,  let D(a,d)r denote the 
determinant of the isomorphism (Ot , )T :Hd(G,~-)T- - -~Hd(G,  Tf)T . D(u,d)r is a 
member of 7/t(G.d)/+l. 
Exponential Hypothesis 6.1. Suppose that t(G, d)> 1. Then there exists an integer 
e(G,d)>l such that for any o~eAut(G), D(a,d)r is contained in the subgroup 
With this new definition, all the results of Section 4 of [22] become valid for an 
arbitrary group G. For example, we generalize Theorem 3 of [22] to  
Theorem 6.2. Le G be a group which satisfies the exponential hypothesis n dimen- 
sion d, the minimality hypothesis n dimension d, and for which Hd+1(G; ZG)= 0. 
Then there is a function 
B (f'~ * • "Aut  G (G, d) ~ Zt(G, d) / ± (~t(G, d)) e(G' d), 
~* t~_ d) of Aut G-isomorphism classes of minimal caited bias, on the set , AutGt'-', 
pointed (G, d)-modules. [] 
From the arguments on pages 208-211 of [22], we see that the exponential 
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hypothesis holds for G = cm(~ (~= i C t, in all dimensions d> 1, provided dG = 
m+s and s_>3. It holds for d>2 if s=2.  The formulas given on page 211 of [22] 
for computing e(G, d) remain valid. 
Thus, for example, we have the following proposition (see Proposition 8 of [22]). 
Recall that a (G, 2)-complex is a finite, connected 2-dimensional CW-complex with 
fundamental group isomorphic to G. 
Proposition 6.3. For each finitely generated abelian group G = C m • (~= ~ Cti with 
dG=m+s (m>_O, s:>3), we have at least * * s-I I t Zt(G, 2)/-+ (Zt(a, 2)) distinct minimal 
(G, 2)-complexes. [] 
We conjecture that, in this case, this is all there are [22]. This conjecture has been 
verified by Wes Browning in [7] for G a f inite abelian group. 
The theorems of Section 5 of [22] also extend to infinite groups. For example, 
we offer the following (see [22, Corollary 2, p. 216]). 
Theorem 6.4. Let G be a finitely generated infinite group fo r  which (1) dG = dH 1G 
and (2) H 2 (G; ZG) = H 1 (G; ZG) = 0. Then there are at  least l image {Y b ,e_~-"*/_" + 1} 1 
non-isomorphic minimal relation modules, where t = t(G, 1). 
Proof. Property (2) says that H2(G; K) is ring isomorphic to Z (4.5); property (1) 
shows that the modulus m = t(G, 1) for .~-0" =Z®zc"  (3.2). The result follows from 
4.4 because imA*=imZ*=_ l .  [] 
See Example 6.12 for a second proof of 6.4. 
Corollary 6.5. If, in addition to (1) and (2) of  (6.4), (3) at least one element in a 
minimal generating set has finite order, then there are at least ¢(t(G, 1))/2 non- 
isomorphic minimal relation modules. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, the bias is surjective. [] 
It has been shown by P. Linnell [20], that this is precisely the number of isomor- 
phism classes of minimal relation modules for G a finitely generated abelian group 
with rank G_>3 and t(G, 1):~ 1. 
Example 6.6. Let G(m, n,p) be the group whose presentation is {a, b : a'"= (ab) p = 
b n } (0 < m_< n, p > 0). Because G is a quotient of the group H= {a, b : a m = b n } it 
is easy to see that {a s b t } generate H (and hence G) provided (s, t )= 1 = (s, m)= 
(t,n) (see [21, Theorem 3]). If (m, n, p) ~ (2, 2,1), then the groups G(m,n,p) all 
satisfy (2) of 6.4, because they are either finite or are Poincar6 duality groups of 
dimension 3 (see [3]). In order that dHt G--2, we need that the diagonalization of
the exponent sum matrix 
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[m ,] 
-n  n -p  
has no l 's. This is true iff gcd(m, n, p) =# +_1, and this number is the modulus M. 
Assume that M = gcd(m, n, p) :~ + 1. 
Consider the functor J0"=Z®zc  °. The base extension for G=G(m,n ,p )  is 
given by 
R ~-~_G 2 (a - l 'b - l )~  IG. 
By varying the generating set {a s, b}, (s, m) = 1, we see, as in Example 4.7, that the 
bias is surjective. Thus there are at least to(M)/2 non-isomorphic relation modules. 
By using the functor :el we see there are many more. See Example 6.7. 
Example 6.7. We let G(p)= {a,b'a2p=b2p=(ab)P}, p> 1. Let the relations r 1 = 
a2p(ab) -p and r2 = b2p(ba) -p. The exponent sum matrix of rl and r2 with respect o 
a and b is [ fp-~] and has determinant zero. Thus the abelianization of G(p) is 
CO Cp, generated by a and a -  b, where C is the infinite cyclic group generated by 
t. So there is a homomorphism r/" G(p)~C with r/(a)= r/(b)= t. If we use the func- 
tor ./;0, then by Example 6.6 we have at least q~(p)/2 non-isomorphic relation 
m::,dules. 
~.t; "~ ~o : 7/G(p) --, 7/C--, ©C denote the composite ring homomorphism and #-~ • -- 
©C®2~c"-= ©®U' ,  where N is the kernel of r/. The Alexander polynomial of G(p) 
is given by 
(t2,p) = 1 + t 2 + t 4 +. . -  + ( t2)  p -  1 
in QC and :~]IG=QC/((tE, p))(~QC. Thus the base extension 
~ :R ~* 7/G 2 (a - l 'b -1 )~ IG 
satisfies the minimality hypothesis with respect o .Yl (3.15). 
By using the generators {a s, b u }, (s, u) = 1 = (~ 2p) = (u, 2p), we may define new 
extensions 
~(s, u) : R(s,u ) }-'~ 7/G 2 (aS- l 'bu- 1),  IG, 
whose bias lies inside the group 
H= (QC/(  ( t 2, p)))*/ im ©C*= (QC/(  ( tZ, p)  ))*/{ Qti } . 
By 5.1, the bias of R(s,u) may be computed by using the determinant of the map 
,#] (M) where M makes the following diagram commute. 
ZG 2 
ZG 2 
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It is easy to see that the 'inverse' k-invariant is given by 
N= [ (a,S)o (b,0u)]' with det ,~N=(t,s)(t,u)=[b(Rt=,u))] -l ~H. 
and 
Let 
A (p)= {(t,s) [ 1 <s<p, (s ,2p)= 1} 
B(p) = {(t, s)(t, u) ! 1 <s< u<p, (s, u) = 1 = (s, 2p) = (u, 2p)}. 
We claim that the set A(p)UB(p) i s  a distinct collection of units QI,C= 
©C/((t2,pD, all of whose inverses are the bias of appropriate R¢s,u)'s. A straight- 
forward (but long) calculation shows that if a, beA(p)UB(p) ,  a:/:b, then no 
t ia= +_b inside ©"'C. Hence, for example, if p=20,  there are at least 29 non- 
isomorphic minimal relation modules corresponding to the units A(20)UB(20)-  
{(t, 3)(t,9)}. Note that (t, 3)(t,9) does not come from a generating set for 0(20). 
This is a distinct improvement over the previous estimate of q~(20)/2 = 4. 
Example 6.8. Let G be a finite abelian group, G = Zt, x--, × Zt,, with t i dividing 
ti+l for i= 1, . . . ,n -  1. Let s=t  1 ... t n be the order of G; t I is the g.c.d, of the tor- 
sion coefficients of G. We consider the minimal base extension 
~:R >-*ZG n <°>IG 
where (P = (a l -  1, . . . ,an-1) ,  where al, ...,an are a set of generators for G, lail =ti. 
Then the minimal extension ~ satisfies the minimality hypothesis and has modulus 
t~ with respect o the functor fo '  = Z®o ". The ring Ext~c (1(3, R) =- H2(G; R) = Z=. 
The rank of .~R is n (=d(G)). Let ,f,~7_c2~* denote the stably free elements; i.e., 
those [k] ~ Z* for which the ideal (k, N)c_ ZG is stably free. Then, by Proposition 
4.6, we see that b.Z-Y-= (.Z~,)n, where ,9'3,), is reduction modulo tl. Let £2 be the 
subgroup of Aut G consisting of these automorphisms a which lift to an automor- 
phism ot':~ ' '~  7/n so that the following commutes 
0 
Z n *G 
0 
Z '~ " G 
where O is induced by ~0. Let S be all diagonal automorphisms kI, where k ~ ~2 
Taking the determinant defines a surjective homomorphism 
det" Aut G -~ 7/~/+ (.Z~),) n. 
Clearly, if a e Aut G extends to cf in Aut Z n, then det d -  ___ 1 mod tl. Furthermore, 
det kI= k n (mod tx). 
We have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.9. The homomorphism 
det (Aut G)/£2S • + 7~/r n • ~ Zt . , / _  (. ~,  ) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We need only show that det is a monomorphism. Suppose a e Aut G has 
det a =- +_k n (rood tl), where ke  .~  Choosing t6.7{~ - so that kl = - 1 mods  (1.4), we 
~ee that detaQ(/ I ) - -_+l  (modt~). Thus we need only show that any aeAutG 
) aving det a -  +_ 1 (mod tl) is a member of £2. 
We use the fact that any such a factors into a product of elementary automor- 
phisms and a diagonal automorphism (see Appendix B). The elementary automor- 
phisms clearly belong to ~.  Thus it remains to show that any diagonal automor- 
phism with determinant _+ 1 (rood tl) is in £2. 
We induct on n, the minimal number of generators of G. If n = I, then G = Yf, 
and the result is trivial. Assuming the result is true for n = k -1 ,  we write 
~=  101 fdi °tfl • . ° " d = " 'd~ 1"dn • 1 
- d ; ,  L0 0 1 0 
0 
= C~'- 0~" 
dn 
where d~dn- 1 mod t n (and hence mod t n_ 2). Both matrices a '  and a" have determi- 
nant + 1 mod t~. Thus, we are finished if we can show the 2 × 2 case directly. 
Let 
o 1 
C¢ = d2 
be a member of AutZt,×7/12; i.e., at,- is prime to ti ( i=1,2).  Also assume that 
d~d2=g+ktl  (~= +1). Then there exist integers a,b,c,d so that 
det [d l  +tia tlb 1 
t t 2 c d2 + t2 dJ 
= did2 + tlta(ad- bc) + tlad2 + t2ddl = ft. 
Substituting did2 = ~ + ktl we see that a, b, c, d must be chosen so that 
(*) -k= t2(ad- bc) + d2a + sd~d 
where s=12/t 1. But (d2, t2)=l  , so choose integers K,a so that -k=t2K+d2a.  
Choosing d= 0, b =-  1, c =K yields (,). Hence 
detldl+tIatzK -tl]d2 ---~ 
and the theorem is proved. [] 
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Corollary 6.10. I f  G is a finite abelian group, then the number of  distinct isomor- 
phism classes of  minimal relation modules Y is 
l 
where tl is the g.c.d, of  the torsion coefficients of  G and n =d(G). 
Proof. Apply [25], Theorem 7.5, p. 231] together with Theorem 6.9. [] 
Example 6.11. In the case that M=IG,  HI(G, ZG)=O=H2(G, ZG), J .= .~.= 
Z®~. ,  we may give a much simpler definition of the bias invariant. Consider the 
base extension 
i ~ 
~ : R ' F IG, with dRF=dG, 
and let 
i ,  
R' ) F' IG 
be any other minimal relation module. For any map a : R ~ R' we may extend t~ to 
a : F - ,F '  so that t~i = i'a, because H2(G, ZG) = 0. We define b(a) = det(Z® c t~) E 
Z/_+ 1. Two different extensions of a, say a and ~, differ by a map which factors 
as t~-B=y~,  where yeHomG(IG, F'). But HI(G, ZG)=O implies that any map 
~, : IG ~F" is induced by a map ? : 2ZG ~F '  where y = ? Itc. Thus y(a) = eta for any 
a ~ IG and some fixed a e F '  (a = ~(1)). Thus ~,(IG) C IG. F', which is killed by ,~'o. 
Thus b(a) is a well-defined number of Z/+_ 1. 
In order that b be well-defined on [a] ~ExtI(IG, R')~, we must, as before, find 
a modulus m~Z,  such that for any a=a'i ,  a ' : F~R' ,  m divides all the entries of 
the matrix of Z® c (i'a'). Once again, this m is the g.c.d, of all torsion coefficients 
of Hi(G, Z), provided dG= dH1G, and is 1 otherwise. 
Thus we see that the bias B:,~ R ~Z*/+_ 1 is well-defined. This yields a second 
proof of 6.4. 
7. A bias for pointed modules 
In this section we define an unreduced bias for free extensions of M by K'. This 
turns out to be much simpler and more natural than the reduced bias of Section 4. 
There are also two improvements: no longer need we require that Ext,(M, R) be 
trivial or that ~K be a projective A-module. Let ~:K  i ~F ~,M be a minimal 
base extension, with F free. 
Definition 7.1. Let the right exact functor (a:RMOd---,AMOd preserve projectives. 
We say that (0 is a killingfunctor for ( if (a(i) =0. Note that ¢ ( i )=0 iff ~p(j) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Such functors are easily constructed in a two-stage process. Let ~, be any right 
exact functor which preserves projectives: ~u:n~od~od,  and let I be the Fox 
ideal in B of :~,K ~ ~uF. Let " denote the 'localization functor' ~od~s/~od 
given by B/ I®n- .  Letting A=B/ I ,  we have ¢p=~:n~od~.4~od is a killing 
functor for i. 
Let '~¢~, be the category of exact sequences a:S>--~F s ,,M (with F fixed and 
f:ee) and morphisms (a, f l ) ' t r~r  given by the commutative diagram: 
s 
a: S > ,F  , ,M 
t 
r: T> 'F  ;-~M 
We say that q~-= r if there is a morphism (a, fl) with both a and fl isomorphisms; i.e., 
if a and z are isomorphic in the category ~M. Let Z'~ be the set of isomorphism 
classes of objects in ~M. 
If q~ is an additive functor which preserves projectives, then tp defines a homomor- 
phism K~o " K IR~K~A by Klfo[f " F =- ~ F] = [(of " tpF---~(oF]. Let KI(A,~o) denote 
~i ~ A/K~ ~o(K~ R). 
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that ~o" e ~od ~A Mod & a killing functor for  all ~' ~ fgM. 
Then for each ~1,~2~ M, there is a pairing (~I,~2)~KI(A, tP) such that (~l ,~z)~0 
implies that ~ ~2 in f~/M. 
I i Si 
Proof. Let o" i be the extension Si>----~F----~M and ~S=ker  q~si. Let (k,f)" trl ~tr2 
and (k:,f) • trz---,tr 1 be any morphisms. We claim that ~pf~pf= 1 =(ofq~f. Then define 
(~t, ~2) to be the class of A-automorphism ~pf: q~F~qJF inside KI(A, ~). 
Thus we must show that ~( f f )  = 1. But f f=  1 + tla where a E HomR(F, S1). Then 
¢ - -  
~ff -1 )  =¢pha=0 because tp is a killing functor for try. But right exact functors 
are additive so ~p(ff)= 1. 
If ~1 and ~2 are isomorphic, then f is an automorphism. Hence [¢pf] is a member 
of KIq~(K1R ). E3 
Example 7.3 (Wes Browning [8]). Let G be a finite group and let B be a lattice, let 
K d be a minimal (G, d)-module over B; i.e., the sequence 
i aa 
--'F0--'B 
is exact with each Fi a free, finitely generated G-module and Z(O minimal. Let 
F~od~(B)min denote the category of all such pointed modules (K, k'), with K'  stably 
:,s,:::~orphic to  K a and k 'e  ..d+l Ext•o (B, K') a stably free element. Such pointed 
modules are also represented by (d+ 1)-fold extensions ~':K'  >--,P.--,B with each 
Pi a finitely generated stably-free 7/G-module with X(~')=Z(~). 
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Let u be the set of primes dividing the order of G and Zu = {a/b G © I (b, I G I) = 1 }. 
We consider the functor :Yu : :c Mod--> :.o tMod given by .~u" = Z,, ®:  • Browning 
defines a function r: IMod~(B)min~Kl(ZuG, '~u) which captures completely the 
equivalences in Ndod~(B)min provided K is Eichler. The function r is defined as 
follows. Let U:K'~-*P, - -~B be a minimal extension. Localize ~' via .7, to 
,~,~'= ~':K~)--~ (P,)u--~Bu. This sequence is still exact and ~u is chain homotopy 
equivalent to ~', [7]: Let r(U)eKI(7/uG, .~-~) be the Whitehead torsion of a chosen 
chain homotopy equivalence relative to some preferred bases for F ,  and P,.  The 
element r(~') is independent of the choice of basis because we quotient out by 
K.~,(KjZG). Let Aut ~, denote the set of chain homotopy equivalences ~, ,~ 
over Zu G. Define 
= [r(~')l e K1(7/u G, 3'-~:)/r Aut ~z,- 
This invariant is then independent of the choice of the homotopy equivalence 
~u'-~'u. Let hd+:(G; B) denote the subgroup of Kl(ZuG,,~u)/rAut~u given by 
im ~. 
Theorem 7.4 (W. Browning [7]). I f  d >_ 1 and K satisfies the Eichler condition [7], 
then there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween the finite abelian group h d+ I(G, B) and 
the set of  isomorphism classes ,~of  pointed modules tably isomorphic to ~. 
Let us compare Browning's invariant to the bias. For d_>l, and for each 
~' :K ' ) -~P. - -7 /  in Ndod~(2~)mi n, we may adjust ~' (without changing homotopy 
type) so that in 
~,: ~-~p) ~Fa_  1 ,... ~F0~ Z 
the (d -  1)-skeleton of ~' is the same as ~ and P~ is stably-free. This follows because 
E-d+ 1 xt~_ o (7/, 2G)= 0 for all d >_ 0. We assume that stably-free modules over G are free 
(this is true if 2G is Eichler, in particular if G is finite abelian). Hence, both ~ and 
~' are extensions of M= ker 3 d_ :. Letting I be the Fox ideal in Z.G of the inclusion 
K. 
we see that (~,~')eKl(Z.G/I,~o) where ¢: :oMod~z, ,a/ iMod is the functor 
g. G / I®:a  ". By this process, 
(4, e o/I, 
More directly, define q : K1 (7/,, G, Ju) -+ K1 (Zu G/I, (o) via 
r/([r:Z.G" • Z .O" I )=[ f : ( : .G / I )  = ...... ' (2 .G / I ) " I .  
This fits into the following diagram: 
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K 1 (7/,, G, ,~r~)/r Aut ~,, ' KI (2, G/l ,  ~o) 
(7.5) 
where r/is used to define r/'. 
We claim that r/' is defined (i.e., r/(r Aut ~,,) = 1) and that the diagram (7.5) com- 
mutes (17'q/= ({,.)) .  To see that tl(r Aut {,) = 1, let (~,/~) : {, ~ {,. Then O = id + i, fl, 
where f l eHomz.c (F , ,K , ) .  Because ~0 is a killing functor i we see that 
r/[O] = lid] ~ K t (7/uG/I, (p). To prove that the diagram (7.5) commutes, let 
Od Oa- 1 
~ ' :K '~F  e ' Fd_ I , . . .~F0- ,Z  
be a member of t~od~(Z)min, with M= ker 0a-l- Because r/(r Aut ~u)= 1, we may 
choose a special automorphism (O, k):~,---' ~; 
~u: Ku 'F~, 'M,, 
I _. 
t v 
~; : K;, ' F u ' Mu 
to represent q/(U). 
This is done by first choosing a comparison map (oe, k) : ~---,~' which is the identity 
on the (d-1)-skeleton. We claim that, in fact, (a,k) ,  : (~-*(~ is an isomorphism. 
Because ~u is chain homotopic to {~, then any comparison map ~--+ ~' localizes to 
give a chain homotopy equivalence ~,,--+ ~£. Thus, the map on the dth homology 
k,, :Ku-"K~ is an isomorphism. Because the map is the identity on the (d -1) -  
skeleton, then %, : F~ --,F,, is an isomorphism, as well. Using this choice of isomor- 
phism it is clear that r/'q/({')=(~, {'). 
Now if G is a finite abelian group and d = 2, W. Browning computes h3(G, 7/) as 
/;_~/=1, where tl is the g.c.d, of the torsion coefficients of G. An easy computa- 
tion shows that K~(7/,G/L~o) is also 2_~/+1 and hence r/, ~u, and <~,.) are all 
isomorphisms, because (~,.)  is an epimorphism. Thus, in this case, the unreduced 
bias detects everything. 
Appendix A 
Corrections to "Distinguishing arithmetic for certain stably isomorphic modules" 
[22! 
A certain uniform error seems to have crept into our paper. It can be corrected 
overall by assuming that whenever we are dealing with a finite abelian group 
G = @)~ ~Ct, we must have s= dG, the minimum number of  generators for  G. 
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Let me detail the exact corrections. 
(1) On page 205, line 9, one needs =dG > 1 in order for the statement to be true. 
If s= 1, then HEd(G)=0 (d_> 1). 
(2) On page 206, line 14, again one needs s=dG > 1. If s= 1, Proposition 6 is 
trivial to prove. 
(3) In the statement of Lemma 2 (page 210) one needs s= dG. 
(4) Proposition 7 (page 211) should read: I fs  =dG > 2 (s = 2), then the exponential 
hypothesis holds for G = (~)~= ~ Cti in all dimensions d > 1 (d > 2). 
In order to make sense of the formulas in the proof of Proposition 7, one needs 
to say that (,~)=0 if r<m. 
Appendix B (by A.J.  Sieradski) 
Diagonalizing automorphisms of finitely generated abelian groups 
Given a factorization Z,,, @ .--@ 7/,, sof a finite abelian group n into cyclic sum- 
mands, a homomorphism 27:n--* n can be identified with the s x s-matrix (aij) of 
the homomorphisms aij : Znj--" Zn, obtained from 27 by restriction and projection to 
the cyclic summands. Under this identification, composition of homomorphisms 
becomes multiplication of matrices. With respect to the given factorization, a
diagonal automorphism d of n is one with a diagonal matrix, while an elemen- 
tary automorphism A of 7t is one with an elementary matrix (2ij)=I+2uoEuu 
the identity matrix supplemented with a single non-trivial off-diagonal entry 
2uo : Zno ~ 7/n u. We prove the following: 
Proposition. Every automorphism of n can be diagonalized by elementary auto- 
morphisms. 
We first consider the special case of a finite abelian q-group 7t= 
Zqe]~...O)gqes, q a prime, where we assume e] >-'">-es. Let 27 be an automor- 
phism of zt. Clearly, the restriction of Z' to Zqe~ is a monomorphism, hence some 
subsequent projection trn:Zqe I ~Zqei is an isomorphism. A simple consideration 
of orders of elements of ~z is adequate proof. Then el ='-" = el, and therefore I+ Eli 
and I -E l l  are elementary automorphisms of it. The product 
(I + Eli)([- Eil)(]-F E1i)(tyij) 
has o'11 replaced by the isomorphism an, and it is simple to use this isomorphism 
in the leading diagonal slot to form further elementary isomorphisms which clear 
out all the other entries in the first row and column of the new automorphism. 
Specifically, if we relabel the new automorphism 2?= (a~/), and if ~ll is the inverse 
of the isomorphism oi], then the product 
(I-- tys1~)llfsl)'.. (I- tY21 ~i iE21)(0"(/)([- ~i ity12E12) ..- (]'- ~)11~isfls) 
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has cr~ as its single non-trivial entry in the first row and column. Clearly, the 
resulting automorphism restricts to an automorphism of Zqe2 0) ' "  G Zqes, and in- 
duction applies to prove that any automorphism 27 of Zqe2® ... (~ Zqes can be 
diagonalized by composing it with elementary automorphisms. 
In the general case rt=Zn~®...OZn~, it is possible to apply the previous 
diagonalization process, one prime at a time. To be more explicit, we let q~, ..., q~ 
be the distinct primes that appear in the prime decompositions of the orders 
n~, ...,ns. The decomposition of 7t, and each of its summands Zn~, into primary 
components can be displayed this way: 
= z , , ,  ®...® z , ,  i ®...® z , ,  s 
~z(1) = Zq, ell ~)-.-(~ZqleliO ... ~7/q~els 
® ® ® ® 
® ® ® ® 
rt(k) = Zq, eg I @.. .  @ Zq, ek ie  "" @ Zq, eks 
® ® ® ® 
® ® ® ® 
7[(r) -= ~_qrerl ®""  (~ Zqreri (~ "'" (~ Zq ers 
Now each automcrphism 27 of it = Z,,, e "'" O Zns is an s x s-matrix (e/j), where 
each entry o'ij : ~',,-~ Z,, i is a diagonal homomorphism 
(O' i j (1),  . . . ,  ¢~ij(r)): Zq,elj (~ ... @ ~_qrerj ~ gq,eli (~ ... (~ ~'q eri. 
Clearly, the automorphism 27= (~ij) of ~z = Znl (~ "'" (~ Zns restricts to an automor- 
phism Z(k) = (aij(k)) on each primary component rt(k) = Zqkekl ~ . . .  ~ Zq, eks. Then 
by the previous work, the automorphism 27(k) of the primary component ~z(k)can 
be diagonalized by composing with elementary automorphisms of n(k). But elemen- 
tary automorphisms of ~z(k) (with respect to its decomposition) extend by the 
identity on all other primary components to form elementary automorphisms of ~t 
(with respect o its factorization). Thus, we may attack the original automorphism 
2; of ~z component by component to diagonalize it by composing with elementary 
automorphism of n. 
A slight extension of this work gives the analogous result for an automorphism 
of a finitely generated abelian group 
~=~,® .-.®z,.Gz®...®z. 
Since the torsion subgroup Zn,®. . .eZn ,  is a characteristic subgroup, an 
automorphism 27 of g restricts to an automorphism of Zn, e "'" @ Zn s, and hence 
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induces an automorphism of the free part 7/G-.. OZ.  But automorphisms of
Zn, @ "'" O Zn, or Z@-..  07/  can be diagonalized by elementary automorphisms, 
and, furthermore ach elementary automorphism of Zn, @ "" O 7/n s or Z@ .-. O Z 
extends by the identity on the complementary subspace to form an elementary 
automorphism of n. It follows that each automorphism of rt can be reduced by 
elementary automorphisms to one of near-diagonal form: 
?.. o ', ? ?] 
0 "-?..~_ ? 9 
o o ',"_+.1... o
0 0 1 0 ~--1 
Then further elementary automorphisms diagonalize it. 
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